Crack the Code!

Can your children easily code-switch from their cultural dialects to Standard English?? Can YOU??

Let the Storytelling Speech Pathologist

Mama Edie

Guide your children (or YOU!!) on a journey through language competency that teaches them to learn to use both dialects without sacrificing cultural identity or pride. They will also learn storytelling, poetry, and a bit of cultural history along the way.

12-week residencies for Children 5 years old and up (Weekly Adult Sessions Privately Scheduled)

Many children and adults encounter barriers to learning, social interactions and employment because they are limited to one language, dialect or linguistic code. Crack the Code! is a program that teaches how one can efficiently use the dialect or code that may be best for any situation.

(Private tutoring also available in this area for children OR adults!

Tel. (773) 879-6773
PO. Box 178153
Chicago, IL 60617
MamaEdie2@aol.com
http://www.storytelling.org/MamaEdie

Imagination - Limitless!